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The yielding behavior of a sheared Laponite suspension is investigated within a 1 mm gap under
two different boundary conditions. No-slip conditions, ensured by using rough walls, lead to shear
localization as already reported in various soft glassy materials. When apparent wall slip is allowed
using a smooth geometry, the sample breaks up into macroscopic solid pieces that get slowly eroded
by the surrounding fluidized material up to the point where the whole sample is fluid. Such a drastic
effect of boundary conditions on yielding suggests the existence of some macroscopic characteristic
length that could be connected to cooperativity effects in jammed materials under shear.
PACS numbers: 83.60.La, 83.50.Rp, 83.60.Pq, 83.50.Lh

“Soft glassy materials” constitute an extremely wide
category ranging from food products or cosmetics, such
as emulsions or granular pastes, to foams, physical gels,
and colloidal glasses. One of the most striking characteristics of these materials is the existence of a transition
from solidlike behavior at rest to fluidlike behavior when
a strong enough external shear stress is applied [1, 2]. Although defining and measuring the yield stress, i.e., the
stress above which the material becomes fluid, still raise
many difficulties, most of them due to thixotropic features resulting from the competition between aging and
shear rejuvenation [3], it is now well established that the
yielding transition leads in most cases to shear localization, i.e., to flow profiles characterized by the coexistence
of a solidlike region that does not flow and a fluidlike region that bears some finite shear rate [4, 5, 6] even in
the absence of any geometry-induced stress heterogeneity [7]. Such a picture, revealed both by optical imaging
and magnetic resonance velocimetry in various geometries, is also supported by numerical results with no-slip
boundary conditions [8, 9]. However recent studies have
suggested more complicated scenarii where the nature of
the yielding transition may depend on the interactions
between the individual components [10] or on the confinement of the system [11, 12] pointing to the absence of
any universal local relationship between the shear stress
and the shear rate in the vicinity of yielding.
Boundary conditions may be another crucial control
parameter for the yielding transition. Indeed, it has long
been known that rheological measurements can strongly
depend on wall surface roughness due to the presence
of apparent wall slip [3]. Whether a soft glassy material
may or may not slip at the walls is thus expected to affect
the solid–fluid transition under shear. So far local measurements investigating the influence of wall roughness in
the context of yielding have only shown a weak impact of
slip on the nature of the transition both in microfluidic
devices [11, 12] and in macroscopic gaps [13].

In this Letter the yielding transition of a Laponite
suspension is probed within a 1 mm gap for two different boundary conditions (rough and smooth walls) using
standard rheology, time-resolved local velocity measurements, and direct optical imaging simultaneously. As
previously observed, rough walls lead to shear localization without significant temporal fluctuations. However
smooth walls provide an entirely different scenario where
the initially solidlike material breaks up into a very heterogeneous pattern of macroscopic solid domains separated by fluidized zones. These solid pieces progressively erode leading to complete fluidization of the sample. A tentative interpretation of such a striking impact
of boundary conditions on yielding is suggested in light
of recent works on cooperativity in soft glassy materials.
Laponite powder (Rockwood, grade RD), a synthetic
clay made of platelets of diameter 25–30 nm and thickness 1–2 nm, is dispersed at 3 wt. % in ultrapure water [14, 15]. Hollow glass spheres of mean diameter
6 µm (Sphericel, Potters) are added at 0.3 wt. % to the
Laponite suspension and act as contrast agents for ultrasonic velocimetry (see below). Within 30 min of magnetic stirring, the dispersion becomes homogeneous and
very viscous but remains fluid. Due to the presence of
the large glass particles, the solution is slightly turbid.
The elastic modulus G′ slowly builds up and, after approximately two hours, overcomes the loss modulus G”,
corresponding to “solidification.” In our samples, G′ and
G” obtained from oscillatory measurements in the linear
regime show no significant frequency dependence in the
range 0.01–10 Hz. Over a two week period, G′ and G”
vary from 200 to 1000 Pa and from 15 to 40 Pa respectively due to aging [14, 15]. Meanwhile, the yield stress
measured from stress sweep experiments at 1 Hz shows
a variation from 30 to 100 Pa.
In the following, our purpose is to focus on the influence of boundary conditions on yielding. We compare the
flow behavior of two Laponite samples in a sand-blasted
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and in a “smooth” Plexiglas Couette cell (rotating inner cylinder radius R = 24 mm, gap width 1 mm, and
height 30 mm). The respective roughnesses of these cells
measured from atomic force microscopy are 0.6 µm and
15 nm, which will be referred to as “rough” and “smooth”
[16]. A rheometer (TA Instruments AR1000N) imposes a
constant shear rate (γ̇ ≃ 20 s−1 ) and measures the corresponding shear stress σ as a function of time t. Velocity
profiles accross the gap are recorded every 0.5 s at about
15 mm from the cell bottom using ultrasonic speckle velocimetry, a technique based on acoustic tracking of scatterers (here, the hollow glass spheres) [17]. Direct visualization of the sheared sample is performed using a CCD
camera (Cohu 4192). The temperature is kept constant
at 25 ± 0.1◦ C. Before any measurement, the Laponite
sample is pre-sheared for 1 min at +1500 s−1 and for
1 min at -1500 s−1 to erase most of the sample history.
We then proceed with a standard oscillatory test at 1 Hz
in the linear regime for 2 min. We checked that this
procedure leads to reproducible results over a few hours.
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FIG. 2: Flow behavior in a smooth Couette cell after a constant shear rate γ̇ = 17 s−1 is imposed at t = 0 s. (a) Stress
response σ vs time t. Velocity profiles v(r): (b) in regime I
at t = 3 s (◦), 205 s (), and 980 s (△); (c) in regime II at
t = 2235 s (⊳) and 2245 s (⊲); (d) in regime III at t = 4665 s
(•). Insets in (b), (c), and (d): pictures of the sample in
regime I, II, and III at t = 874 s, 2236 s, and 4350 s respectively. The white bar corresponds to 5 mm. See also [19].
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FIG. 1: Flow behavior in a rough Couette cell after a constant
shear rate γ̇ = 25 s−1 is imposed at t = 0 s. (a) Stress response
σ vs time t. (b) Velocity profiles v(r) at t = 123 s (◦), 653 s
(), 1702 s (△), 2931 s (H), and 5137 s (•). r is the radial
distance from the inner rotating cylinder. Error bars are of
the order of the marker size.

Figure 1 shows the results obtained in the rough Couette cell after a step-like shear rate γ̇ = 25 s−1 is imposed
at t = 0. The velocity profiles present shear localization:
an unsheared solidlike region close to the stator coexists with a sheared fluid region on the rotor side. The
sample remains optically homogeneous during the whole
experiment. The size of the unsheared band slowly increases with time for t & 1500 s, consistently with the
slow decrease of σ(t), so that the system has not completely reached a stationary state after more than 5000 s.
For a fixed shearing duration, we checked that the size
of the unsheared band decreases with the imposed shear
rate (data not shown [18]). All these observations are
consistent with previous results obtained in the absence
of wall slip [5, 6, 7] and will serve here as a hallmark of
the “standard” yielding transition.
Measurements performed in the smooth Couette cell for
a similar start-up experiment are gathered in Fig. 2. The

stress response of Fig. 2(a) is qualitatively very similar to
that of Fig. 1(a). One can only note that noisy features
are detectable in σ(t) until at least t ≃ 4000 s whereas,
in the rough geometry, σ(t) slowly and smoothly relaxes
after a much shorter noisy transient. Surprisingly the velocity profiles in the smooth geometry (Fig. 2(b)–(d)) reveal a totally different yielding behavior with much more
complex spatiotemporal dynamics where three regimes
may be distinguished. For the first few seconds (◦ in
Fig. 2(b)), the velocity profiles present an unsheared region close to the stator, similar to that observed in the
rough geometry, and the sample appears homogeneous.
However, in the smooth cell, the solidlike region soon
detaches from the stator ( and △ in Fig. 2(b)): the
velocity of the unsheared region progressively increases
as the width of the sheared layer close to the rotor decreases. As shown in Fig. 3, this corresponds to a strong
increase of apparent wall slip at the rotor. This slow process, noted regime I in Fig. 2(a), ends at t ≃ 1000 s when
the unsheared region has invaded almost the whole gap
and undergoes a plug-like flow at a velocity vsolid which
roughly corresponds to half the rotor velocity. Direct observations of the sample during regime I indicate the slow
apparition of heterogeneities in the sample, most probably due to local variations of the hollow glass spheres concentration. At the end of regime I, these heterogeneities
are arranged in a fracture-like pattern [19].
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FIG. 3: Normalized apparent slip velocities vs /v0 in the
smooth geometry derived from linear fits of the velocity profiles over 0.2 mm from the stator (black) and from the rotor
(grey), where v0 is the rotor velocity.
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Regime II, that extends from t ≃ 1000 s to t ≃ 4200 s,
is characterized by a flow pattern that is strongly heterogeneous in both space and time. Indeed, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(c), velocity measurements display alternately
plug-like flow in most of the gap and viscous flow profiles (⊳ and ⊲ respectively). Consequently slip velocities show huge fluctuations both at the rotor and at the
stator (see Fig. 3). Note that one velocity profile corresponds to an average over ∆t = 0.22 s whereas the
rotation period of the rotor is 8.8 s. Therefore we conclude that the sample is constituted of macroscopic solid
parts that are separated by fluid regions and rotate at a
velocity vsolid ≃ 7 mm s−1 . This picture is confirmed by
direct optical imaging of the sample [19], which reveals
large domains of typical size 1 mm–1 cm carried away
by the flow and whose edges appear brighter than the
background in the inset of Fig. 2(c).
Figure 4 provides a closer look into regime II by comparing simultaneous velocimetry and imaging. The spatiotemporal diagram of Fig. 4(a) shows a clear alternance of plug-like and viscous flow profiles with a period
T ≃ 23 s. The same period is observed in Fig. 4(b) from
optical imaging and corresponds to the rotation period
T = 2πR/vsolid of solid pieces carried away by the flow.
vsolid can also be independently recovered from the slope
of the traces left by the solid domains in Fig. 4(b) [20].
Finally, it is directly checked that viscous flow coincides
with homogeneous parts of the images whereas plug-like
profiles are associated to heterogeneities in the detected
intensity. Therefore the complex temporal behavior of
the velocity measurements in regime II is merely a consequence of the highly heterogeneous distribution of the
solid pieces in the azimuthal direction.
On longer time scales, it can be seen from the images
that the fraction of solid pieces in the sample slowly decreases thoughout regime II [19]. More quantitatively,
Fig. 5 shows the temporal evolution of the fraction Φ
of plug-like profiles during the whole experiment: Φ = 0
(Φ = 1) corresponds to a homogeneous fluid (solid) state.
The slow relaxation of Φ(t) in regime II suggests that
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FIG. 4: Comparison of local velocimetry and optical imaging
in regime II of the experiment shown in Fig. 2. (a) Spatiotemporal diagram of the velocity v(r, t) coded in linear grey levels
from 0 (white) to 17 mm s−1 (black). Plug-like profiles appear as uniform grey patches. (b) Spatiotemporal diagram of
the intensity I(x, t) along a horizontal line of the pictures of
the sample (see insets in Fig. 2) taken at the height of the
ultrasonic transducer (about 15 mm from the cell bottom).
A linear grey scale is used. The edges of solid pieces appear
brighter than the background. Since the CCD camera and
the ultrasonic transducer used for velocimetry are at 90◦ , the
time axis for I(x, t) was shifted by T /4 ≃ 5.7 s.

the solid domains get eroded by the surrounding sheared
fluid. At the end of regime II, no solid part is left and
the sample becomes optically homogenous again (see inset of Fig. 2(d)). Velocity profiles in regime III are stationary and linear except for a small arrested band of
width 120 µm close to the stator (see Fig. 2(d)). It is
important to notice that this asymptotic flow behavior
is not compatible with that obtained in the rough geometry (where half the gap is in a fluid state) even if one
accounts for the difference in apparent shear rates. Finally, in the smooth geometry, we found that the scenario
of fragmentation and fluidization described above occurs
for imposed shear rates ranging from 10 to 65 s−1 . At
lower shear rates, this scenario becomes hardly accessible
as the time scale for fragmentation diverges and at larger
shear rates, the sample becomes fluid within seconds and
remains so. More quantitative results on the characteristic relaxation time for Φ(t) and its dependence on the
imposed shear rate will be provided elsewhere [18].
In summary we have shown that the yielding properties of a soft glassy material may depend drastically on
boundary conditions. In the absence of wall slip, shear
localization is observed, whose very slow dynamics can
most probably be attributed to aging [6]. When wall slip
is allowed, our system, namely a Laponite suspension
seeded with hollow glass spheres, shows a much richer
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FIG. 5: Fraction Φ of plug-like velocity profiles measured
within a constant time window of 50 s during the experiment
shown in Fig. 2. A velocity profile is counted as “plug-like”
when the local shear rate in the middle of the gap is smaller
than the threshold value 8 s−1 . The thick line is the best
exponential fit of Φ(t) over regime II which yields a characteristic relaxation time of 1450 s.

behavior characterized by the breaking up of the initially solid material followed by a progressive fluidization
through slow erosion of the solid fragments. This scenario leads us to revisit some recent observations where
the lower temporal and/or spatial resolutions of the velocimetry techniques did not allow for definite conclusions. More precisely, puzzling oscillations of velocity
measurements were reported in Laponite samples at low
shear rates [7, 21]. Another example is provided by
some glassy colloidal star polymers where intermittent
jammed states were recorded together with strong wall
slip [22]. We believe that such dynamics are the signature of the fragmentation process unveiled in the present
study which may thus be very general as soon as apparent
slip is involved. A deeper investigation of the interplay
between the material microstructure and the wall surface
properties, e.g. by varying the Laponite and/or the glass
spheres concentration, will be performed to provide more
insight on the generality of this behavior.
Our main conclusion is that boundary conditions may
have a drastic influence on the nature of the yielding transition. In the case of slippery walls, a possible interpretation is that breaking up in regime I starts due to some
temporary sticking of the sample to the cell walls. This is
supported by the fact that the fluctuations of slip velocities increase throughout regime I. During such sticking
events, the solid may accumulate stresses that eventually overcome locally the yield stress and give birth to
a fluidized zone which may subsequently erode the surrounding solid due to viscous stresses (regime II). This
interpretation raises a few important issues.
(i) What parameters control the competition between
fragmentation and erosion? For instance, we observed
that the age of the sample has a strong impact on the
relative durations of regimes I and II: samples older than
the ones investigated here present a larger density of solid
pieces at the end of regime I and a faster fluidization [19].

(ii) In the case where fragmentation dominates, the
typical size of solid pieces constitutes a macroscopic characteristic length λ which is difficult to assess quantitatively with the present setup. Is λ an intrinsic parameter of the material? Very recently, Goyon et al. [12]
evidenced the existence of a “cooperativity length” ξ in
confined flows of concentrated emulsions that characterizes the influence region of rearrangements. ξ is non-zero
only in the jammed material and falls in the 10 µm range
(∼ 5 droplet diameters). How may λ be related to ξ?
(iii) What is the relevant combination between material properties and surface roughness that triggers stick
rather than slip? Does the roughness characteristic
length provide a cutoff for λ [23, 24]? All these questions not only urge for more experimental effort but also
for theoretical and numerical approaches that could account for the interaction between a solid boundary and
a jammed structure close to yielding.
The authors wish to thank P. Jop, L. Petit, and
N. Taberlet for their help on the system and on the experiment, as well as A. Piednoir and M. Monchanin for
the surface roughness measurements.
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